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A growing number of organizations today utilize
computing “clouds” to deliver many applications familiar
to Internet users as well as flexible access to powerful
compute and storage resources. Integrated solutions
designed to minimize acquisition and operating costs,
maximize energy efficiency, and enable rapid scalability
can help operators of these and other hyper-scale
data centers speed deployment, lower total cost of
ownership, and reduce environmental impact.
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shown in Figure 1. By building integrated
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Solutions for typical data center
environments

Solutions optimized for cloud
computing environments

Deployment size

Any

Typically 1,500 nodes or more

Application

Any

Homogeneous cloud applications, not
requiring hardware high availability at
the node level

Validation

Broad enterprise interoperability and
deep product testing

Point solution only

Support

Comprehensive enterprise hardware,
OS, applications, and solutions

Engineer-to-engineer and point
solutions only

Service

Numerous packaged options

Site-specific service plan, with parts
on-site

Deployment span

Multiple locations and/or staggered
over a long time

Limited number of deployment
locations with large-scale builds

Design

General-purpose or optimized
for widely used solutions

Specific to each organization and
optimized for clouds

growing compute platform, such space
requirements can significantly add to
facility costs and slow project schedules.
Data center efficiency considerations
are not just limited to individual nodes,
however. The design and layout of a data
center at the facility level is equally important. For example, the layout of racks,
power, networking, and heating, ventilation, and air-conditioning (HVAC) systems
within a facility is a critical factor contributing to the cost of computation. A facility
that is not carefully designed to minimize
heat and optimize air flow can generate
tremendous excess energy and space
costs. It is essential that great care be
taken when designing a hyper-scale data

Figure 1. Cloud computing platforms are optimized for tightly scoped requirements
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Single point of contact: Each organi-

efficiency and effectiveness of the com-

When working with organizations to

puting environment at all levels of scale.

co-develop custom solutions, DCS system

zation is assigned a dedicated services

At the node level, for example, the DCS

architects leverage industry-leading

account manager to help ensure that

team designs custom-built hardware tai-

Dell technology and manufacturing exper-

issues are properly routed and rapidly

lored to meet an organization’s specific

tise to deliver hardware that can meet spe-

computing needs, to avoid a “feature tax”

cific hyper-scale computing needs with

for unneeded capabilities. DCS designers

outstanding energy efficiency and func-

fully integrated racks, DCS can mini-

also use best thermal practices and state-

tionality. Moreover, because DCS has full

mize the time required to deploy a

of-the-art technology to help ensure that

access to the outstanding Dell supply

hyper-scale data center. Deployment

custom-designed hardware is as energy-

chain, manufacturing infrastructure, and

services include integrating the hard-

efficient as possible. In particular, DCS

global sales and service organization,

ware solution into a rack and setting

designers take advantage of advanced

DCS custom-built hardware can be manu-

up cabling off-site, delivering it to the

technologies such as the following:

factured and delivered quickly, and offer

data center, unpacking it, connecting

the same world-class warranty service as

it to network uplinks and a power

general-purpose Dell™ servers and storage.

source, inspecting it, powering it up,

■■

High-performance, energy-efficient

■■

resolved.
■■

components: To help optimize com-

Right-sized power supplies and fans:
To help meet the specific requirements

DCS can also help organizations enhance

of each compute node’s feature

efficiency by helping reduce deployment

inventoried on location to enable rapid

configuration

time and simplify maintenance. To do this,

systems repair. Service technicians can

Low-flow fan algorithms: To help opti-

DCS offers a comprehensive range of ser-

easily scan parts in and out of inven-

mize both fan efficiency at the server

vices tailored to meet the service needs

tory, and parts can then be replenished

level and return air temperature to

of hyper-scale data centers. Key DCS ser-

automatically. Alternatively, parts can

computer room air-conditioning units

vice offerings include the following:

placed off-site near the organization.

sors, memory, and hard disk drives

■■

■■

conducting “burn-in” testing, and

Customizing services
for rapid deployment and
hyper-scale support

puting power and efficiency in proces■■

Fully integrated racks: By installing

removing trash. DCS can deploy the
solution into an existing rack in the
data center as well.
■■

On-site parts: Dell-owned parts can be

Increased memory density: To reduce
dual in-line memory module (DIMM)
count using technologies such as quadrank DIMMs to help reduce excess heat
and overall power consumption

■■

Custom-designed chassis: To help
optimize density and airflow in each
node, taking advantage of the absence
of components such as redundant
power supplies
Furthermore, the DCS team applies best

thermal practices to design the layout of
the entire facility. For example, using stateof-the-art CFD modeling, the DCS team can
design the optimal structure and layout of

■■

Optimize layout and airflow paths and minimize air consumption, bypass, and recirculation

racks, networks, and power and cooling

■■

Utilize techniques such as cold or hot air containment based on environment

systems, as shown in Figure 2. In particular,

■■

the team can suggest layouts at the component, server, rack, and row level that help

■■

optimize power flow, air flow, and heat

■■

removal. The team can also size HVAC and
power distribution configurations based on

■■

Make cable management, raised floor and drop ceiling plenum, and return path to the
HVAC system as unrestrictive and efficient as possible
Use closed loop-feedback to drive HVAC and power distribution units
Size power distribution based on an accurate understanding of power consumption
requirements
Balance all parameters critical to the operational efficiency of a data center

a careful assessment of specific power consumption and cooling requirements.
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Figure 2. A data center facility and nodes are an intrinsically linked ecosystem
Reprinted from Dell Power Solutions, February 2008. Copyright © 2008 Dell Inc. All rights reserved.

patents through extensive work in the
area of symmetric multiprocessing for

Consultation
• Business and technology issues
• Facility environmental factors
• Data center operational framework
• Application requirements

both large and small systems.
Ty Schmitt serves as principal thermal and

Life cycle support
• Service program tailored for
hyper-scale efficiency
• Change-management support

Solution design and proposal
• Optimized hardware combined with
design input for new facilities, as well
as remediation and optimization of
existing facilities
• Tailored deployment and support services
• Tangible TCO model

mechanical architect in the Dell DCS
Division. He previously served seven years
as the senior manager for the enterprise
thermal, acoustical, and mechanical architecture division at Dell, and seven years as
an enterprise mechanical architect and

Implementation
• Manufacturing
• Rapid integration and deployment
• Early life cycle support

Co-development
• Unit- or rack-level samples
• Dell and customer iterative unit
testing and design optimization

lead mechanical engineer responsible for
the mechanical development of 10 enterprise and storage platforms. Ty has a bachelor’s degree in mechanical engineering
from Texas A&M University and holds 37

Figure 3. DCS offers optimized solutions throughout the life cycle of a hyper-scale data center
■■

■■

■■

U.S. patents.

Node-level exchanges: Fully tested and

Figure 3. In particular, by offering data

Frank Frankovsky leads the Solution

burned-in whole units can be located

center design consulting, designed-to-

Architect team in the Dell DCS Division and

on-site, which allows an impaired

order hardware, and customized service

was a key leader in the inception and launch

system to be replaced immediately

offerings, DCS can help organizations rap-

of DCS. Since joining Dell in 1991, he has held

while it is repaired outside the rack,

idly deploy and cost-effectively maintain a

leadership roles in Dell enterprise marketing

helping increase system uptime.

hyper-scale data center that is designed

and technical sales organizations. Frank has

Alternatively, whole units may be

for lower acquisition costs, lower power

a B.B.A. in Marketing from Stephen F. Austin

located off-site and delivered on a

consumption, higher HVAC efficiency,

State University and completed the

scheduled basis at the same time that

lower network infrastructure costs, and

Executive Management Program at the

impaired units are removed for repair

lower deployment and management over-

Jesse H. Jones Graduate School of

at the off-site location.

head than a traditional data center.

Management at Rice University.

On-site hardware troubleshooting and

Moreover, by optimizing for energy

repair: To help organizations rapidly

efficiency at all levels of scale, Dell also

Todd Brannon is market development

troubleshoot and repair problems, DCS

helps ensure that DCS-designed data cen-

manager for the Dell DCS Division. Todd

can deploy highly skilled personnel on-

ters are environmentally friendly. Plus,

joined Dell in 1995 as a founding member

site either periodically or full-time.

DCS offers an optional carbon offset pro-

of the System Performance Analysis lab and

Custom maintenance and support ser-

gram in partnership with Carbonfund.org,

has since held a variety of enterprise mar-

vices: To streamline ongoing support,

which plants trees to offset the estimated

keting roles, including leading the launch of

DCS also provides several maintenance

“carbon footprint” of a participating orga-

the Dell server and storage businesses in

and support service options that can

nization’s data center.

Japan. Todd has a B.S. in Electronic Media
from Syracuse University.

be customized to meet an organization’s specific needs.

Jimmy Pike is director of system architecture and distinguished engineer in the Dell

Enhancing efficiency
and performance in an
environmentally friendly way

DCS Division. He is responsible for the

In a hyper-scale computing environment,

years of experience in the server industry.

efficiency is a key source of business value.

He was previously employed by Intel as

By offering optimized solutions throughout

part of its Enterprise Product Group,

the life cycle of the data center, DCS can

where he served as the director of tele-

help organizations dramatically improve

com server development, director of

efficiency and lower the TCO of their

server architecture, and director of

hyper-scale data centers, as shown in

engineering. He has received numerous

strategic system architecture of the enterprise product line, and has more than 25
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